
ANCIENT & MODERN presents new sculpture by Des Hughes. Hughes’ work bears 

witness to an obsessive, physical enquiry into the materials, methods and 

traditions of sculpture. 

Hughes re-thinks conventional sculptural materials such as plaster, 

marble, bronze and clay. Nothing is as it first appears. For example 

crudely modelled clay is meticulously cast in resin but, with the inclusion

of marble dust, it may appear to have been carved and polished from a 

block of stone or, then again, fashioned from a piece of chewing gum.

At the same time Hughes also considers the purpose or meaning of sculpture 

- from the functional doorstop to the sacred effigy. Traditions are 

revised as Hughes rethinks ecclesiastical equipment and relics as macabre, 

joke-shop props or as Modern, abstract sculptural forms (and vice versa).

‘Middle Ear’ (2006), for example, consists of a pair of ears presented as

wall-mounted reliefs strung together with nylon cord. The work might appear

as something of a tribute to Barbara Hepworth or Naum Gabo and there is 

also something of Philip Guston’s later paintings. The viewer might also 

consider detached ears from popular culture: from the biblical Malchus, 

whose ear was removed by St. Peter in the Garden of Gethsemane (Luke 

22:45-54), or perhaps the opening scenes of David Lynch’s ‘Blue Velvet’ 

(1986). However, Hughes' reference points are rarely explicit and are 

instead left open to interpretation. The inclusion of two replica fishing 

weights, cast in lead from handmade moulds, that hang pendulously beneath 

each ear, do anything but anchor the work to any simple reading.

Another work, ‘I haven’t been feeling myself lately’ (2006), consists of 

a disembodied hand rendered from processed meats. The work recalls Sigmund

Freud’s essay ‘Das Unheimlich’ (1919) which refers to folk tales and 

classical myths (by, respectively, Hauff and Herodotus) concerning severed

hands and ‘the savoury smell of a sausage.’ 
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melissa gordon - exquisite corpse
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ANCIENT & MODERN presents new paintings and sculpture by Melissa Gordon.

‘Exquisite Corpse’, Gordon’s first UK exhibition, explores a frequently 

misunderstood and overlooked heritage of feminist art production. Iconic 

images of performances, paintings, photographs and images of female 

practitioners are presented, painted on linen and on wooden constructions  

- the latter based upon dress patterns by Russian Constructivist artists 

Liubov Popova and Varvara Stepanova and Bauhaus textile designers.

‘The Satisfaction of Knowing’, operates as something of a key to the 

exhibition. Images taken directly from magazines (such as ‘Heresies,’ and 

‘Chrysalis’), the covers of books on semantics by Derrida and Kristeva and 

other printed ephemera are painted together, as if collaged, over a red 

ground derived from a photograph of Judy Chicago and Miriam Shapiro’s 

‘Womanhouse’ project (1972). 

Unlike, for example, Mary Beth Edelson’s famous feminist collages, such  

as ‘Some Living American Woman Artists’ (1972), Gordon’s paintings are  

not polemical but build upon this subversive history to explore and reflect 

upon the heritage in which she works. 

‘Exquisite Corpse’ also includes a series of paintings of different body 

parts including images based upon photographs of the eye make-up of punk 

girls in the 1970s, a copy of Peter Rubens’ ‘The Head of Medusa’ (c.1610) 

(itself made after Caravaggio’s painting of the same subject from 1590) and of 

Faye Dunaway as Bonnie Parker from ‘Bonnie and Clyde’ (1967) widen Gordon’s 

exegesis of transgresive women and monsterous representations of them.

Gordon explores genealogies, biographies and histories. She appropriates 

iconographic images and recontextualises them asking questions both 

formally, in terms of painting, and in terms of their subjects. Previous 

subjects have included a schizophrenic murderer – suffering from what  

is understood in Lacanian thinking to be a ‘confusion of signifiers,’ 



Hughes has used the motif of the severed hand in a number of works in 

recent years drawing from a rich vein of legend including that of the 

‘Hand of Glory’ - a device fashioned from the hand of a hanged man used 

by burglars in the Middle Ages (essentially a candle stick that was 

thought to open doors and ensure that victims were deeply asleep).

The exhibition also includes a Romantic landscape realised as a church 

font, sunk into the gallery wall ('the Water Table', 2007) and a geometric,

votive candle rack, filled with 'gas powered hands of glory' ('I in the 

Triangle', 2007). The close proximity of a finger font to so many severed 

hands may bring to mind Rome's Bocca della Verità found in the portico of 

the Santa Maria in Cosmedin. This circular, stone face (a fragment taken 

from a Roman fountain) is said to bite off the hands of liars.

Previous exhibitions by Des Hughes (b. Birmingham, 1970) include solo 

presentations at the Laing Art Gallery, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne (2005), The 

Showroom, London (2004) and Southampton City Art Gallery (1997). Hughes 

has also participated in group exhibitions at the Castle Museum, Norwich 

and Le Musée de Marrekech (both 2005), Hamish McKay, Wellington (2004), 

Kettle's Yard, Cambridge (2003) and Gimpel Fils, London (2003)

For further information please contact rob@ancientandmodern.org

Exhibition preview: Wednesday 28 February, 6 - 8pm

Open Wedneday - Saturday 12 - 6pm and by appointment.
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controversial, female politicians such as Indira Ghandi and Margaret Thatcher 

and, more recently, historic museum displays that chronicle the passage of 

private collections to public institutions and the advent of an interest 

in the ‘other’. Marlene Dumas has written of her work: ‘It’s flat, but it 

throws a shadow’.

Melissa Gordon (b. Boston MA, 1981) studied at the Rhode Island School  

of Design, Cooper Union, New York and at De Ateliers in Amsterdam. She has

previously held solo exhibitions at Galerie Michael Cosar in Düsseldorf 

and Galerie  Juliette Jongma in Amsterdam (both 2006). In 2005 she was the 

recipient of the prestigious Koninklijke Prijs voor Vrije Schilderkunst. 

Now based in Berlin, her work will be included in ‘Compilation III’, a survey 

of young German painters held at the Kunsthalle Düsseldorf 21 April – 9 July.

For further information please contact rob@ancientandmodern.org

Exhibition preview: Wednesday 11 April, 6 – 8pm

Open Wednesdays - Saturdays 12 - 6pm and by appointment. 


